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“MYTH”“MYTH”

>> popular popular beliefbelief or tradition that has grown up around or tradition that has grown up around 

something or someone; something or someone; a beliefa belief that embodies the that embodies the 

ideals and institutions of a society or segment of society ideals and institutions of a society or segment of society 

>> an unfounded or false notion or an unfounded or false notion or beliefbelief
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MYTHS MATTERMYTHS MATTER

myths shape decisionsmyths shape decisions

pessimistic myths about dual language learning pessimistic myths about dual language learning 
result in impoverished learning environments for result in impoverished learning environments for 

childrenchildren
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Why talk about dual language learning?Why talk about dual language learning?

►► linguistic reality linguistic reality –– many children in Early Head Start and Head Start many children in Early Head Start and Head Start 
programs  speak other languages at home and will learn English (and programs  speak other languages at home and will learn English (and 
their home language) during the pretheir home language) during the pre--school years school years –– DUAL LANGUAGE DUAL LANGUAGE 
LEARNERSLEARNERS

►► designing effective programs for them requires an understanding of designing effective programs for them requires an understanding of 
early dual language learningearly dual language learning

I will talk a lot about dual language learning and dual language I will talk a lot about dual language learning and dual language 
learnerslearners

-- but, I am not advocating that all programs be bilingualbut, I am not advocating that all programs be bilingual

-- some might focus on home language; some on English; some on both some might focus on home language; some on English; some on both 
home language and Englishhome language and English
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MY GOALSMY GOALS

►► to review research findings on a number of common myths to review research findings on a number of common myths 
that surround dual language learning that surround dual language learning 

►► to describe the implications of this research for dual to describe the implications of this research for dual 
language learners and their caregivers in HS & at homelanguage learners and their caregivers in HS & at home

►► to talk about appropriate learning environments for dual to talk about appropriate learning environments for dual 
language learners language learners –– whether your program is home whether your program is home 
languagelanguage--only, Englishonly, English--only; or bilingual only; or bilingual 

--
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CAVEAT 1:CAVEAT 1:
THE MAGIC MODELTHE MAGIC MODEL

 there is not one best model for all sitesthere is not one best model for all sites

 the program model that is optimal for one communitythe program model that is optimal for one community

is not necessarily optimal for another communityis not necessarily optimal for another community

 young children are resourceful and powerfulyoung children are resourceful and powerful

learnerslearners

 equally positive developmental outcomes can be equally positive developmental outcomes can be 

achieved via different modelsachieved via different models
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THE “BEST” PROGRAM MODEL THE “BEST” PROGRAM MODEL 

 reflects:reflects:

 Head Start Program Performance StandardsHead Start Program Performance Standards

 local goals and motivationslocal goals and motivations

 state and local regulationsstate and local regulations

 realities about local population  realities about local population  

 local resources, including personnellocal resources, including personnel

 other…. history, futureother…. history, future
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CAVEAT 2:CAVEAT 2:
RESEARCH HAS ALL THE ANSWERSRESEARCH HAS ALL THE ANSWERS

 research does not have all the answersresearch does not have all the answers

 researchers have studied only a few of the issuesresearchers have studied only a few of the issues

 the issues they have studied are often not the samethe issues they have studied are often not the same

as the issues practitioners faceas the issues practitioners face

professional judgment is always necessaryprofessional judgment is always necessary
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IMPLICATIONSIMPLICATIONS

1.1. Early/Head Start leaders have a key role to play in collecting, Early/Head Start leaders have a key role to play in collecting, 
analyzing and applying information to build effective local programs: analyzing and applying information to build effective local programs: 

OO information about the community; individual children’s information about the community; individual children’s 
backgrounds; parental history of education; community goals; etcbackgrounds; parental history of education; community goals; etc

2.2. Early/Head Start leaders have a role to play as local ―Early/Head Start leaders have a role to play as local ―action action 
researchersresearchers ‖ ‖ 

3.3. Early/Headstart leaders have the responsibility to stay informed about Early/Headstart leaders have the responsibility to stay informed about 
current relevant research and best practices:current relevant research and best practices:

oo discussion/reading groupsdiscussion/reading groups

oo invited local expertsinvited local experts

oo electronic network to share expertiseelectronic network to share expertise
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MYTHSMYTHS

1.1. Early dual language learning leads to delays,  Early dual language learning leads to delays,  
deficits, and confusion deficits, and confusion 

2.2. Bilingual codeBilingual code--mixing is a sign of confusion  mixing is a sign of confusion  

3.3. Young children are linguistic spongesYoung children are linguistic sponges

4.4. More exposure to English the better & More exposure to English the better & 
the earlier the betterthe earlier the better

5.5. I only know English I only know English –– so I can’t support dual so I can’t support dual 
language development language development 
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MYTH 1: MYTH 1: 
EARLY DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNING RESULTS IN EARLY DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNING RESULTS IN 

DELAYS, DEFICITSDELAYS, DEFICITS & CONFUSION& CONFUSION

LA TIMES (OCT, 7, 2002)LA TIMES (OCT, 7, 2002)

THE EVIDENCE SPEAKS WELL OF BILINGUALISM’S EFFECT ON THE EVIDENCE SPEAKS WELL OF BILINGUALISM’S EFFECT ON 
KIDS KIDS 

Judy Foreman Judy Foreman 

Lecturer, Harvard Medical SchoolLecturer, Harvard Medical School

““KidsKids who grow up in bilingual homes may be slower who grow up in bilingual homes may be slower 
to speakto speak than other kids, but once they’ve learned than other kids, but once they’ve learned 
both languages, they appear to have a number of both languages, they appear to have a number of 
intellectual advantages”intellectual advantages”
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MYTHS of the MONOLINGUAL BRAINMYTHS of the MONOLINGUAL BRAIN

oo human brain is monolingual at birthhuman brain is monolingual at birth

oo it treats input from two languages as one languageit treats input from two languages as one language

 takes children longer to sort out two languages takes children longer to sort out two languages 

 acquiring more than one language in infancy or early acquiring more than one language in infancy or early 

childhood challenges neurochildhood challenges neuro--cognitive capacitycognitive capacity
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REALITYREALITY

 dual language learning is not a cognitive challenge for dual language learning is not a cognitive challenge for 
most childrenmost children

 human brain is able to learn two languages as easily as human brain is able to learn two languages as easily as 
oneone

 monolingual children get more input than they need to monolingual children get more input than they need to 
acquire language  acquire language  ---- there is room left over there is room left over 

 successful dual language learning depends on the quality successful dual language learning depends on the quality 
of the learning environment of the learning environment ------ more later…more later…
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EVIDENCE: EVIDENCE: 

MONOLINGUAL MILESTONESMONOLINGUAL MILESTONES

word word first        vocabulary    word          grammar/ first        vocabulary    word          grammar/ 

segmentation    babbling     words         spurt          comb.     communicat’nsegmentation    babbling     words         spurt          comb.     communicat’n

(7 mths)(7 mths) (10(10--12 m)   (12mths)   (18mths)    (24mths)      (beyond)12 m)   (12mths)   (18mths)    (24mths)      (beyond)

bilingual milestones are the samebilingual milestones are the same
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DIFFERENCES  …DIFFERENCES  …

a)a) vocabularyvocabulary –– bilingual children usually have smaller bilingual children usually have smaller 
vocabularies in each language in the beginningvocabularies in each language in the beginning

►► but, when conceptual vocabulary in both languages is but, when conceptual vocabulary in both languages is 
combined, bilingual children are usually the same as combined, bilingual children are usually the same as 
monolingualsmonolinguals

►► differences are probably due to input differences are probably due to input –– contextcontext--
dependent nature of word learningdependent nature of word learning

b)b) patterns of usepatterns of use may reflect community norms may reflect community norms –– a a 
difference not a deficitdifference not a deficit
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CHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENTCHILDREN WITH LANGUAGE IMPAIRMENT

 studies of Spanishstudies of Spanish--English bilinguals with language English bilinguals with language 

impairment in the U.S.impairment in the U.S.** and of Frenchand of French--English English 

bilinguals with language impairment in Canadabilinguals with language impairment in Canada☼☼: : 

 bilingual children had impairment in both languagesbilingual children had impairment in both languages

 bilingual children had same kinds of language  bilingual children had same kinds of language  

problems as monolingual children with impairmentproblems as monolingual children with impairment

 bilingual children had same severity of language bilingual children had same severity of language 

problems in each language as monolingual childrenproblems in each language as monolingual children

 children with impairment were bilingual children with impairment were bilingual 

** GutierrezGutierrez--Clellen & Wagner (2006)Clellen & Wagner (2006)

☼☼ Paradis, Crago, Genesee, & Rice (2003)Paradis, Crago, Genesee, & Rice (2003)
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COGNITIVE ADVANTAGESCOGNITIVE ADVANTAGES

of BILINGUALISMof BILINGUALISM

►► BIALYSTOK (2004/2007)BIALYSTOK (2004/2007)

oo executive functions of executive functions of 
the brainthe brain

oo focus on relevant task focus on relevant task 
information, screen out information, screen out 
irrelevant informationirrelevant information

oo a result of managing 2 a result of managing 2 
languageslanguages

oo persists into adulthoodpersists into adulthood
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IMPLICATIONSIMPLICATIONS

1.1. expect dual language (DL) learners to be different from expect dual language (DL) learners to be different from 
monolingual children (because they are bilingual) monolingual children (because they are bilingual) 

2.2. do not assume that the differences they exhibit are signs do not assume that the differences they exhibit are signs 
of problemsof problems

3.3. enrich the language learning environments of DL learners enrich the language learning environments of DL learners 
to minimize differences to minimize differences –– DL children need more DL children need more 
enrichment, not lessenrichment, not less

4.4. promote dual language learning in order to promote the promote dual language learning in order to promote the 
advantages of bilingualism ….advantages of bilingualism ….
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MYTH 2: CODEMYTH 2: CODE--MIXING  MIXING  

The MythThe Myth

codecode--mixing is a sign of confusion and lack of mastery of mixing is a sign of confusion and lack of mastery of 
one or both languagesone or both languages

Reality Reality 

bilingual codebilingual code--mixing is a linguistic & communicative mixing is a linguistic & communicative 
resource:resource:

oo DL learners use their 2 languages appropriately DL learners use their 2 languages appropriately 

oo they codethey code--mix to fill gaps in their proficiencymix to fill gaps in their proficiency

oo their codetheir code--mixing is grammaticalmixing is grammatical
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dual language learners codedual language learners code--mix to fill gapsmix to fill gaps
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Dual language  learners code-mix because  it is 
a social norm  in their communities
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Child Bilingual CodeChild Bilingual Code--Mixing is GrammaticalMixing is Grammatical

e.g. 1: e.g. 1: ―quiero mas―quiero mas juice‖  juice‖  [[I want more juiceI want more juice]  ]  √√

e.g. 2: e.g. 2: ―vamos―vamos outside‖  outside‖  [[let’s go outsidelet’s go outside]] √√

e.g. 3: e.g. 3: ―tengo―tengo horsie‖  horsie‖  [[I have the horsieI have the horsie]] √√

e.g. 4:  e.g. 4:  ―it―it quiero‖quiero‖ [[I want itI want it]] XX
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IMPLICATIONSIMPLICATIONS

1.1. do not worry if DL learners use both languages at the do not worry if DL learners use both languages at the 
same time or in the same utterancesame time or in the same utterance

2.2. do not insist that they separate their two languages; they do not insist that they separate their two languages; they 
will learn to separate them over timewill learn to separate them over time

3.3. the onethe one--person/oneperson/one--language rulelanguage rule: useful to ensure that : useful to ensure that 
children get enough exposure to both languages, but children get enough exposure to both languages, but 
children do not need it to keep their languages separatechildren do not need it to keep their languages separate

4.4. do not engage in simultaneous translation as a do not engage in simultaneous translation as a 
compensatory strategy compensatory strategy 

5.5. E/HS personnel can mix too E/HS personnel can mix too ---- to enrich & to provide to enrich & to provide 
positive dual language role modelspositive dual language role models
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MYTH 3: MYTH 3: 
LINGUISTIC SPONGESLINGUISTIC SPONGES

The MythThe Myth

children soak up language like a sponge; you just have to talk children soak up language like a sponge; you just have to talk 
to them and they learn automaticallyto them and they learn automatically

RealityReality

oo Yes and NOYes and NO

 yes: cyes: children are more successful language learners than hildren are more successful language learners than 

adultsadults
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BUT….BUT….

 there are wide (innate) individual differences in rates ofthere are wide (innate) individual differences in rates of

language learning language learning –– especially second language learningespecially second language learning

 llanguage learning takes timeanguage learning takes time

 child’s language competence also depends critically on child’s language competence also depends critically on 

the quality of the learning environment:the quality of the learning environment:

 language for language for social communicationsocial communication

 language for language for thinking and literacythinking and literacy
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CONVERSATION WITH A 7CONVERSATION WITH A 7--YEARYEAR--OLD ELLOLD ELL

 E:  So, what grade are you in, in school?E:  So, what grade are you in, in school?

 C:  twoC:  two

 E:  Wow! Grade 2.  What’s your teacher’s name?E:  Wow! Grade 2.  What’s your teacher’s name?

 C:  Mrs. MunroC:  Mrs. Munro

 E:  What’s the name of your school?E:  What’s the name of your school?

 C:  LendrumC:  Lendrum

 E:  I’ve heard of that school. Do you like school in Canada?E:  I’ve heard of that school. Do you like school in Canada?

 C:  Yeah, oh yeahC:  Yeah, oh yeah

⇨ ⇨ dayday--to day conversation requires limited vocabulary to day conversation requires limited vocabulary 

and grammar skillsand grammar skills
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ENRICHED LANGUAGE INPUT ENRICHED LANGUAGE INPUT ⇨⇨
ENRICHED LANGUAGE COMPETENCEENRICHED LANGUAGE COMPETENCE

►► oral language skills in early childhood in oral language skills in early childhood in the homethe home

languagelanguage lay the foundation for later literacy lay the foundation for later literacy 
development & academic achievementdevelopment & academic achievement::

 for example,for example,

 metalinguistic awarenessmetalinguistic awareness

 letterletter--sound knowledge sound knowledge 

 printprint--related knowledge related knowledge –– books,    books,    

reading, writingreading, writing

 depth and breadth of vocabularydepth and breadth of vocabulary

 language for reasoninglanguage for reasoning
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IMPLICATIONS: IMPLICATIONS: 
use games to build vocabulary and conceptual use games to build vocabulary and conceptual 

skillsskills
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using language to build literacy skillsusing language to build literacy skills

oo read with infants and toddlersread with infants and toddlers

oo look at picture books togetherlook at picture books together

oo create a printcreate a print--rich environment  rich environment  

oo engage children in rhyming and alliterationengage children in rhyming and alliteration
through games/songs through games/songs 

oo use varied vocabulary to enrich the children’s vocabularyuse varied vocabulary to enrich the children’s vocabulary

oo use language to explain and encourage analytic thinkinguse language to explain and encourage analytic thinking

use developmentallyuse developmentally--appropriate activities appropriate activities 
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using language to build cognitive abilitiesusing language to build cognitive abilities

oo to labelto label objects, actions, relationships, concepts: objects, actions, relationships, concepts: 
building conceptual skillsbuilding conceptual skills

oo to learn numbersto learn numbers: building math readiness : building math readiness 

oo to sequenceto sequence: developing logical thinking: developing logical thinking

oo to compare: to compare: building critical thinking skills: building critical thinking skills: 
more than, bigger/smaller than, better thanmore than, bigger/smaller than, better than… … 

oo to explainto explain: building analytic thinking skills: building analytic thinking skills
e.g., e.g., ―because‖; ―when―because‖; ―when--then‖; ―ifthen‖; ―if--then‖then‖

oo to predictto predict: building reasoning skills : building reasoning skills 

oo to narrateto narrate: building complex language skills : building complex language skills –– relational relational 
terms terms ---- then, after, before….then, after, before….
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use everyday experiences to develop use everyday experiences to develop 
language & cognitive skills language & cognitive skills 
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implications for parents…implications for parents…

 encourage parents to use the home language to ensure encourage parents to use the home language to ensure 
full communication, socialization, strong parenting, and full communication, socialization, strong parenting, and 
respect for home language and culturerespect for home language and culture

 createcreate activities for parents to use at home so they can activities for parents to use at home so they can 
enrich their children’s language competence:enrich their children’s language competence:

oo book activities (wordless books)book activities (wordless books)

oo audioaudio--cassettes to encourage talk and cassettes to encourage talk and 

enriched language useenriched language use

oo word games in the home language word games in the home language 

oo rhymes & songsrhymes & songs

 parentparent workshops on how to enrich language use at homeworkshops on how to enrich language use at home
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MYTH 4:  MORE & EARLIER IS BETTERMYTH 4:  MORE & EARLIER IS BETTER

The MythThe Myth

 the more exposure to English, the greater the the more exposure to English, the greater the 

competencecompetence

 the earlier the exposure to English, the better the earlier the exposure to English, the better 

 minority language children should learn English ASAPminority language children should learn English ASAP

RealityReality

oo time does not matter much for English time does not matter much for English 

oo time does matter for minority languagestime does matter for minority languages

WHY?WHY?
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HOME LANGUAGE FACILITATESHOME LANGUAGE FACILITATES
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOMENT ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOMENT 

►► strong HOME language skills facilitate the acquisition of strong HOME language skills facilitate the acquisition of 
English English –– BOOTSTRAPPINGBOOTSTRAPPING

►► crosscross--linguistic facilitation is strongest in areas related to linguistic facilitation is strongest in areas related to 
literacy and academic performance literacy and academic performance –– using language to using language to 
read, think critically, and problem solve, tell stories….read, think critically, and problem solve, tell stories….

►► crosscross--linguistic facilitation starts in the prelinguistic facilitation starts in the pre--school yearsschool years
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COMMON UNDERLYING PROFICIENCYCOMMON UNDERLYING PROFICIENCY

(from Cummins, 2000)(from Cummins, 2000)
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ACADEMIC ADVANTAGES of ACADEMIC ADVANTAGES of 
BILINGUALISM BILINGUALISM 

Bilingual students in KBilingual students in K--12 school programs12 school programs::

►► are more likely to close the achievement gap with Englishare more likely to close the achievement gap with English--
L1  studentsL1  students

►► have higher grades, lower transiency rates, and are more have higher grades, lower transiency rates, and are more 
likely to be on track with high school credits than ELLs with likely to be on track with high school credits than ELLs with 
lower levels of L1 proficiencylower levels of L1 proficiency

►► have higher levels of achievement in English reading and have higher levels of achievement in English reading and 
math than students with low levels of bilingual proficiency math than students with low levels of bilingual proficiency 

http://images.google.ca/imgres?imgurl=http://www.friends-partners.org/oldfriends/language/course/child.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.friends-partners.org/oldfriends/language/course/&h=400&w=278&sz=56&hl=fr&start=271&tbnid=Yh3m9gtjQoTODM:&tbnh=124&tbnw=86&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dchildren%2B%2526%2Blanguage%26start%3D270%26ndsp%3D18%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Dfr%26sa%3DN
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IMPLICATIONSIMPLICATIONS

 support development of child’s home language support development of child’s home language 

 encourage parents to use home languageencourage parents to use home language

 provide parents & other volunteers with guidance on how provide parents & other volunteers with guidance on how 
to enrich their use of the home language to enrich their use of the home language 

CREATE AN ADDITIVE DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNING CREATE AN ADDITIVE DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
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additive view of bilingualismadditive view of bilingualism
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subtractive view of bilingualismsubtractive view of bilingualism
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additive bilingual environment is criticaladditive bilingual environment is critical

 social psychological reasonssocial psychological reasons: : 

cultural double bindcultural double bind

Native American language/cultural preservation & revitalizationNative American language/cultural preservation & revitalization

 psycholinguistic reasonspsycholinguistic reasons: : 

crosscross--language facilitationlanguage facilitation

 ―educational‖ reasons―educational‖ reasons: : 

a matter of expectations a matter of expectations 
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MYTH 5: MYTH 5: 
““I ONLY KNOW ENGLISH, I ONLY KNOW ENGLISH, 

SO I CAN’T SUPPORT DUAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENTSO I CAN’T SUPPORT DUAL LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT””

NONSENSE!NONSENSE!

There’s lots you can do….There’s lots you can do….
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creating a positive learning environment forcreating a positive learning environment for
dual language learnersdual language learners

Suggestions for supporting home language development:Suggestions for supporting home language development:

 Promote an attitude of Promote an attitude of additive bilingualismadditive bilingualism

 Provide key services in main home languages when working with Provide key services in main home languages when working with 
parentsparents

 Encourage parents to use home language and provide guidance on Encourage parents to use home language and provide guidance on 
how to enrich home language how to enrich home language –– enlist community volunteers to do thisenlist community volunteers to do this

 Call on older children to serve as bilingual experts Call on older children to serve as bilingual experts –– bilingual models bilingual models 

 Learn and use a few salient words in most common home languages Learn and use a few salient words in most common home languages ––
childchild--friendly words and expressionsfriendly words and expressions

 Include parents and volunteers who speak home languages to Include parents and volunteers who speak home languages to 
participate participate —— provide trainingprovide training

 Enlist community groups that offer services in other languagesEnlist community groups that offer services in other languages
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A PLANA PLAN

►► to create an additive dual language environment, you need to create an additive dual language environment, you need 
a plan: a plan: 

 when?when?

 who?who?

 what?what?

 developmental issuesdevelopmental issues
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KIDS CAN DO IT! KIDS CAN DO IT! 

CAN WE?CAN WE?
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Additional ReadingsAdditional Readings

►► Genesee, F., Paradis, J., & Crago, M. (2004)Genesee, F., Paradis, J., & Crago, M. (2004)

Dual Language Development and Disorders: A Handbook Dual Language Development and Disorders: A Handbook 
on Bilingualism and Second Language Acquisitionon Bilingualism and Second Language Acquisition. . 

Brookes Publishing.Brookes Publishing.

►► PattonPatton--Tabors, P. (2008)Tabors, P. (2008)

One Language One Language –– One Parent: A Guide for Preschool One Parent: A Guide for Preschool 
Educators of Children Learning English as a Second Educators of Children Learning English as a Second 
Language.Language. Brookes Publishing. Brookes Publishing. 
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BROOKES PUBLISHING: BROOKES PUBLISHING: www.brookespublishing.comwww.brookespublishing.com
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